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Hiring practice
investigation
may reduce jobs
Eastern's part-time employee hiring practices are being
scrutinized in an investigation
that could result in changes in
the employment program that
might reduce the number of
studerit jobs available.
Tom Watson of the Federation of University Employees
told The Easterner lost week
that the union filed an appeal
to the Higher Education Personnel Board in early December lost year asking that porttime hiring practices be look~
ed into.

Jello eaters pig-out during competition in the mall Tuesday. See
page 10 for details. (Photo by Hossain Moini)

Food fighters may
have to 'eat crow'
by Ellen Bayman
Instigators of food fights in Tawanka may now find
themselves in fQr a surprise. Tawanka staff members have come
up with a plan \ H~ hope will eliminate food fights altogether.
As of Apr. 18, anyone caught throwing food in any one of the
dining rooms will have his meal ticket taken away.
These meal tickets will be given to Al Ogden, Assistant to the
Provost for Student Services. The owners will need to see him in
order to get them back.
The first time. a meal ticket is pulled from an individual, he
will receive a stiff warning. If his ticket is pulled a second time,
due process will be followed.
·
Those neglecting to pick up their tickets will still have to
speak with Ogden.
Since is is necessary to have a ·meal ticket to live in the dorms,
they may be risking possible expulsion from the dorm system .
This is the first time Tawanka has had a policy against food
fights, and it is hoped that it will be successful. Extra security
was used Friday and Saturday in case the movie "Animal
House" sparked any ideas.
There were no problems, though, and thus far no meal tickets
have been confiscated.
Students can help eliminate food fights by reporting anyone
they see throwing food to Mr. Koehler in the office. He would
appreciate any help in making Tawanka a better place to eat.

FM 89 seeks

new logo

FM 89, Eastern's campus FM
radio station, is sponsoring a
contest to come up with a logo
for the station.
The contest begins today
and will run through May 8.
Entries should be submitted at
the R-TV off ice.
Entries will be judged for
creativity, commercial potential striking visual appeal
and originality.
The creator of the winning
logo will receive a $50 prize.
The winner will be announced
May 12.

Watson said the union,
which represents about 200
campus employees, is specifically concerned with the limitations this university places
on the number of hours partti me employees may work per
week.

Watson sid the H.E.P. Board
hos estobl ished guidelines
that provide that certain university employees be excluded from l)nion membership.
These include the university
administration and part-time
employees whose job relates
to their major field of study.
However, Watson said he is
concerned that the university
practice of limiting part-time
employees to l91/2 hours per
week may be depriving some
employees of union membership and civil service benefits.
Part-time employees working 20 or more hours per week
qualify for membership, if
they do not fall within the
exclusion guidelines set out by
the H.E.P. Board.
Union membership would
entitle employees to higher
wages and a benefit package .

However, Russ Hartman,
Director of Planning and Budgeting Services, said that increasing the number of union
employees could create budgetary pressures that might
result in a re.duction of the
number part-time jobs available ·to students.
• Hartman said the admini!itration is making an effort to
provide as many part-time
jobs for students as possible
and placing a limitation on the
number of hours worked per
week is intended to facilitate
that.
He said the u~iversity is
bound by whatever conclusions the H.E.P'. Board reaches
on the basis of its investigation, but he declined to speculate on what those conclusions
might be.

Room, board fee hike
may fund PUB expansion
Eastern's Provost for Student
Services Monday presented
the AS. legislature with a
proposal to fund PUB expansion program with a $45 per
quarter increase in room and
board fees.
Daryl Hagie presented the
legislature with a memo to the
PUB Expansion Committee,
which detailed the administration proposal.
The memo noted also that
room and board costs would
increase 10 percent because
of inflationary pressures and

indicated that the $45 per
quarter increase would be in
addition to the 10 percent.
Hagie's memo pointed out
that room and board rates at
Eastern qre currently considerably lower than other universities across the state.
Eastern's yearly fees, as of
fall 1979, are $1,437, compared to $1,530 at Western
Washington University; $1,640
at WSU; $1,650 at Central
Wasington University; and
$1,671 at the U of W.

The memo suggested that
the increase could be implemented gradually, half the
amount being added for fall
quarter 1980 and the other
half in the fall if 1981.
Additions being considered
for the PUB include a theatre,
a games room, a crafts room,
space for the bookstore and
bowling lanes.
The legislature took no official action on the proposal at
their regular Monday meeting.

.

Sunshine brin.gs out students in droves. (Photo
by Dave Anderson)
·
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Despite a challenge from dissenting members, the
A.S. Legislature has upheld its approval for the creation of an assistant position to the Student Activities
Coordinator.
For that, the body is to be commended.
It's been noted by those who opposed creation
of the position that the same job could be split
amo.r,g three students and done as well and more
cheaply than by a full-time employee.
More cheaply, perhaps, but not as well. That's not
to say that students would be less sincere in their
.. desire to do a good job. But it's important to realize
the demands of the position; demands that ~ on
regardless of finals and quarter breaks and homework. It's a job that demands one's entire attention.
There's another factor involved, that of longevity.
Student employees have a ·tendency to be transient.
One of the most important aspects of the assistant
position is that the person who fills it become familiar
with those in the entertainment industry who are in
a position to provide acts for this campus.
That takes time. The better the rapport between
this campus and promoters and entertainers, the
better the quality of entertainment this university can
attract.
It's been argued that big time acts have played
here in years past, times when the entire operation
was handled by students.
But ti~es have changed.
At least, that's what the promoters are saying.
They wan, more continuity _at this end. They want
to know who they'll be talking to when they call
-he~e to confirm a· booking. They want to know the
promotion will be done and done properly and that
all systems will be "go" when the act hits the
campus.
If they can't be assured of those conditions, it's no
problem to book ~cts elsewhere; places with more
seats ·and better acoustics and more convenient
access.
Funding the position will take a bite out of the
~ budget and some· club or program will get squeezed,
but the benefits are worth the price.
The lack of big-time entertainment is a lament
often heard in campus circles. The legislature appears
to be doing its best to remedy that situation.
But, if you want to dance.... .

'Get tough' policy
It is unfortunate that Tawanka administrators have
been forced to formulate a "get tough" policy regarding food fights there.
·
Unfortunate because one would hope that students
at this university would be mature enough to. preclude the need for such measures. Apparently this
is not the case.
It would belabor the obvious to note herein the
reasons why food fights should not be tolerated.
Suffice it to say that those who instigate or participate in that kind of activity don't deserve the privilege of dining in Tawanka.
Regardless of the dissemination of the new Tawanka policy, some rude, small-minded individuals
will undoubtedly see the need to throw their food
rather than eat it.
When and if that happens, we sinc~rely hope that
those responsible are subjected to the dis9iplinary
measures Tawanka has set out.
Such behavior is intolerable and should be dealt
with harshly and immediately.
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Deadlines
Deadlines for The Easterner
are as follows: advertising
copy - noon Monday prior to
publication; editorial copy
(stories, press releases, photos,

etc'. ) - nopn Tues. prior to publication. Any material submitted
later than the deadline cannot
be considered for publication
until the following issue.·

✓

the Easterner
Edi Ior . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. . ............ , . .. ... . Richard Burger
En tertai n,.,:,en t Ed itor .. . ....... . ........... : . . , . .. .. .. . . Fran ces Be llinge r
Sports Editor .......... . .................. . ................ M ike W estby
Sports Co lu m n ....... , .............•.. . .. . ..... , . . . , ........ Jerry King
Poetry Edilor . . . . ......................... . ..... , ........... M ark Lisi
Photo Editors
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... .. Hassein M oini, Joann De Turk
Outdoor Editor ..... , ...... . ....... •.......... . . . ...... .. , . Rory Ta lking ton
Reporters ... .. . . ....... . .... Ell en Ba yma n , De bbie Fredrickso n, Noe l Dixson .
Sco tt M iles, Ja n Ode ll , Casey Mad ison
Staff Artist .'.
. .. ......... , .... , ... . . . . . . . . . ............. M ike Ell is
Ad M anager . . . ...... ·... .. ...... , ..... .. ................ : Do ug M ot so n
Circulation . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Howkins
Advisor . . . . . ... , ............ . , ..... , , ........... , . .. , . Tom Burnett
The Easterner is the · student 'newspaper of Eastern Washington Uni ve rsity ,
funded by the Associated Studen ts and published each Thursdqy of lhe regular
quarter. Op inions eKpressed are of The Easterner staff and are not necessari ly
thos~ of the A ssociated Students or administration. Address all inquiries and
letters to The Easte rn er, EWU , PU B 11 9, Cheney, Washington 99004 .
Printed by the Cheney Free Press, Cheney , W ashington 99()()4.
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Astronomy tJ8y ac-tivit,ies .begin
Astronomy Day 1980 will be
celebrated on April 26 by
Eastern Washington University
and .t he Spokane Astronomical
Society on the EWU campus.
Beginning at 6:30 p.m.,
activities will include a onehour walking tour of the
campus, two films from the
National Aeronautics and
Space Admir:iistration (NASA),
two lectures on the sun, and
pu~lic telescope viewing.
"The Splendors of Spring" is
the title of the free, 40 minute
planetarium program using
Eastern's Spitz. A-3 planetarium projector to· show the positions of the planets and the
locations of the easier-to-find
constellations in the night sky.
The projector is supplemented with slides of the
planets as they appear from a
space craft and photographs
of just a few of the objects
visible thro.ugh a telescope.
One will be able to listen to
some of the mythology. of the
constellations and witness the
J

I

•

celestial wonders visible as
the er,itire night sky passes
ove.r head in a matter of minu~L

.

- This program will be presented by Mrs. EIieen Starr,
Planetarium Director, today
from 12:10 to 12:~5 p.m.
The NASA films will feature
t~o planets readily visible in
the night sky, Ven1:.1s and Jupit~r. The Clouds of Venus, on
18-minute movie. on th~ flight
of Marin.er 10 will also be
shown. It shows the position of
Venus within our solar system
and some of i_ts features, plus
the flight pr6file and some
experiments
conducted
throughout the 180 million
miles. <?f travel.
The . other movie, entitled
"Jupiter Odyssey" is' the story
of the 620 million.mile journey
of Pioneer 10 to the planet' of
Jupiter in 1974.
This was the first spacecraft
to travel beyond Mars to the
outer planets and successfully

penetrated the unexplored
Asteroid Blet, without mishap.
After .leaving Jupiter, Pioneer
is on a course where it will
wander endlessly through our
Milky Way Galaxy, carrying a
message in the form of a
plaque f,ar possible encounter:
with extra terrestrial beings.
Dr. Jim Marshall will pre ...
sent a short lecture on how the
sun seems to affect our weather on earth; especially the
correlation between sun spots
and precipitation.
Dr. Marshall received his
Ph.D. fr.om · the University of
Kansas in atmospheric sciences and has spent 10 years
teaching meterology, photography, and physics, and is
1
doing research on sola r-terrestrial relationships.
·

saw his first solar eclipse in
1963.
Between 1063 and 1979 he
witnessed eight total solar
eclipses of the sun, · two of
them aboard cruise ships . .
Telescopes set up by the
Spokane Astronomical Society
and Eastern ·woshington University . will be available for
public viewing of celestrial
objects, beginning at 9 p.111.,
weather permitting, in the
area behind Eastern's stadium.
These activities planned are
a part of a national Astronomy
Day which will be observed
with similar activities throughout the nation in an attempt to
popularize astronomy.
AprLI 26 was chosen be-

cause it is late enough in the
spring to increase the chance
of favorable weather, yet
sunset and darkness are still
conveniently early; the moon
will be just past first quarter
and will not interfere with
observations.
All activities are free. The
lectures, films, and planetarium are all located in the
Science Building.
Reservations are required
for the walking tour of the
campus and can be made by
calling the Physics Department
at 359-2334 (or 838-5271 toll
free from Spokane). The
Pence Union Building will
be open for fast food service
until 10:30 p.m.

.

0

A discussion on eclipses of
the sun will be given by Ted R.
Young. Now retired, Mr.
Young was an electronics
engine,er for the F.A.A. in
Anchorage, Alaska when he

.
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WE'RE NOW OPEN
BOX CAR
T-SHIRT SHOP

Elementary & Secondary
West & other states
Placements since 1946

1

410 1st Street

We have noted with deep
regret that track and field is no
longer considered a sport at
Eastern; at least in the eyes of

The Easterner.
Its demise began in January, and except for a brief
appearance here and there
and a much appreciated mention in Jerry King's column,
our sport is seemingly relegated to oblivion.
Unless The Easterner has a
policy of following the Review/Chronicle lead, there is
no reason our nationally recognized teom should not
grace its pages.

Thanks

offered
To the Editor:
The members of the 1980
Eagle baseball team would
like to thank those fans ( espedally those on the hill) who
have watched us play so far
this year.
.
· We are playing the best
teams in . the Pacific Northwest, which also happens to
be among the best in the
nation, including a full schedule in the Nor-Pac; a NCAA
Division I Conference.
The team would like to
invite everyone to come out
and watch us play the remain ing games this season.
,Eagle Baseball Team

Tune to FM 89
it's Red Hot!

! SOUTHWEST TEACHERS'

Cheney 235-5182

'Relegated to oblivion'

i AGENCY

T-SHIRTS
JEANS
SHORT SETS

Track and field at Eastern
There is great pride on this
has always been somethil"!g to _ team and not one · of our
be quite proud of. It has pro- . members hos ever. hc;id cause
duced more All-Americans
to be ashamed of being an
and nationa~ champions than
Eagle rl!nner, thrower or
any other sport at Eastern,
jumper.
particularly in recent years.
We feel that it's about time
We are a perennial Norththat Eastern, The Easterner and
west track power and often
Spokane showed some pride
beat the larger, better budgetin a team that is proud to
ed NCAA Division 1 schools in
represent them.
Sincerely,
their own backyards.
The EWU Track and Field Team

i P.O. Box 4337 A 1b,

i....................................................
NM 87196
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TONY'S WHOLE
LOBSTER DINNER
·APRIL 26 ·7-l0··p.m.
TICKETS $6 50
AT

BILL'S TAVERN

GRAND OPENING
April 28 - May 3
Luncheon menu served from 11 a.m.-2:15 p.m.

fhe
AT

II

.Cit.

II

II

II
II

G.O OFY'S
LOST ON 4-11-80
SET OF TEETH
CARVING
INSTRUMENTS
. REWARD

If found call
359-7961

Dent~l Hygeine

................ .............. ......
..
..
OVERSEAS JOBS

.

.
.
=... . ... ·~... .. ... .. . . . ..... . ... ;

Friday

Saturday
Supday
Monday

Tuesday

...

Summer/year-round. Europe, ·
S. America, Australia, Asia,
etc. All fields, $500-$1200
monthly, expenses paid,
sightseeing. Free informa- :
tion. Write: IJC, Box 52-33, ·:
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
~

Thursday

Wednesday

11

Navy Bean Soup, Pizza, Tuna Noodle,
Rolled Salami Salad, Chilled Tomatoes,
Salad Bar
Tomato Soup, Grilled Cheese Sandwiches, Salom Loaf, Ham Salad Bowl,
Whole Kernel Corn, Salad Bar
Brunch
Brunch
French Onion Soup, Macaroni &
Cheese, Beef Burritos, Fruit Salad
Bowl, Mixed Vegetables, Salad Bar
Corn Chowder, Pizza, Cream Tuna on
Toast, Egg Salad Bar, Diced Carrots,
Salad Bar
Split Pea Soup, Sloppy Joes, Ham
Potato Casserole, Rolled Luncheon
Meat Salad, Cut Green Beans, Salad
Bar, Beet/Egg Salad

Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier's Office for
10 lunches for $15 or $1 .65 per lunch.
Off campus meal tickets $3. 19 per day.
New Dinner Hours 4:15 - 6:30

*
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Registration still open

Couples line up for .LSuperdance'
... .,.

·

.

Approximately 37 couples
have registered for Superdance, the muscular dystrophy
marathon scheduled for this
weekend.
Superdance was organized
by Karen Nave, an EWU student. Working along with
Greg Baker and Steve Kenney,
district managers for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association , Nave has established the
grassroots of the event which
will hopefully become an
annual festival at Eastern.
Nave, a Dressler resident,
first took her idea to her dorm
council. Dressler knew that the
event would be too big a job

to handle working alone, so
they referred the idea to interdorm council, which is sponsoring the mar:athon out of
their account and a bandshare donation from ASEWU .
Opening . ceremonies for
Superdance will begin at 7:30
p. m . tomorrow. Spokane
Mayor Ron Bair, Che_
n ey Mayor Tom Trulove and President
Frederickson will attend.
The dancers will be recognized by master of ceremonies
Leslie leach and "The Anderson Brothers," Andy and Mike.
Dance music will begin with
"Luna", followed by KREM's
Music Machine. "Barracuda."

Mayfest planning
gets ball rolling
Mayfest planning has kept
Outdoor Intercourse Day,
the Activities Programming · The Easterner will show pink,
.-: Board runr:,'ing arou'nd like · a Ad ewtJ will :.,have it's first
• decapitated chickens. ASEWU,, Stt- ln movie outdG>ors (weath. A.P.B. Manager, ·oavid Hard-·
er permitting).
ing, has a'nriounced the outFriday night · of Moyfest
I ine of festivities from May 5
week features a · street dance
to May 10.
in the parking lot below
The activities will start with
Streeter and the finals for . the
the Harlequin Street Theater
Dorm Tug-off.
on the mall (weather permitSaturday for the finale, the
ting)_
dorms are hold ing their verMay 6, Mission Mountain
sion of "Almost Anything
Wood Band will be in concert
Goes"
in the moll. And then ...
at the Pavilion with The Big
ELEVEN HOURS of continuous
Sky Mud Flaps. The KREM
music.
Music Machine will provide
music· for an All-Skate in the
These are but a few of the
afternoon.
activities . for Mayfest. More
Jazz in the Multi-purpose
detailed schedules will be
Room, outdoor music, and the
published in the next two
first annual Dorm Tug-off wili
issues.
highlight May 7 ,

White Cane Day slated
May 2 has been designated
"White Cane Day" here by the
Lions Club. The Lions will set
up a booth in the PUB, where
interested students may obtain
eye donor cards.
The booth will also .offer
information concerning the

various sight-saving programs
sponsored by the Lions and .
those wishing to may· make
contributions.
All funds generated will be
used in the Lion-sponsored
programs.

a dorm-organized band, will
play from 3 to 4 a. m., and Mr.
Goodbar" will play finale
from 1 to 4 p .m. Saturday.
To encourage participation,
Superdance will offer contest
prizes for dancers. The contest
is op1~n to all dancers.

KEWC

AM66.5

Revised
On Monday, KEWC AM 66.5
will reveal • its new style.
Station manager Joe Mitchell
announced the entire format
of the closed circuit radio
station has been revised .
Mitchell and his music director, Dave Allen, want to
rock Eastern with abolition of
all "mellow" music during the
working week .
KEWC AM 66.5 hos purchased a great number of new
albums and Mitchell said,
"We have oU new personnel.
They're very p~ofessional and
Music 66 should be a rock
lover's delight. The only time
we'll have country, jazz, or
mellow rock will be Saturdays.
The rest will be heavy metal
rock and roll.
A.lien ·said AM 66.5 wants
the reputation of a "hot station." Mitchell has commended Allen's reprogramming for
the new sound.
AM 66.5 operates on one
watt and can only be heard in
the dorms.

.
r----------------------------------------,
I
.

The grand prize will go to
the couple who has at least
$500 in pledges.
The winning couple will
have a choice of a car cassette
player or $200. There will also
be place and show prizes.
Superdonce is requesting a

Former cult
member speaks
Bonnie Thielmann, one time
"dau~hter" of cult leader Jim
Jones, will be in Cheney at
Showalter Auditorium from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m.
Thielmonn, the daughter of
American missionaries in Brazil met and eventually lived
with the Jones' family in the
early 1960s. She formed a very
close relationship with them to
the point of being called their
only "adopted daughter," and
became a member of the
People's Temple in California.
later, as a defector from the
cult, she was asked to join the
investigational team led by
Senator Leo Ryan and traveled
with the committee to Guyana
to try to personally persuade
Jones from his cult practices.
She was in Guyana at the
time of the mass suicides and
murders.
Thielmann's program con sists of her answers to common questions about the cult.
Grace Alcantara of Marshail
Campus Ministries said that
Thielmann's presentation will
be much like CBS's documentary (aired lost week) except it
will be more personalized.
Thielmann will appear Fri day on Channel . 4's Noon
Show.

COUPON GOOD THROUGH MAY 15, 1980
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$1 or more donation which
can be contributed to a couple
or the general kitty.
Nave asks that all participants show up at 6:30 p.m. for ·
registration. Registration is still
open to anyone interested.

Theater.
aud.itionS
scheduled .
Andy Friedlande'r, director of
Centre Theatre Group, hos
announced that additional
auditions ·for next season's
shows will be held Saturday,
April 26. The open auditions
will take place at l i a.m. at
the Hindquarter Restaurant in
Spokane.
·
The tryouts are being conducted for the ,production of
"Triangles slated for June,
and to select a preliminary
cast for a five-show ·season
next year.
These auditions are open to
the public and anyone interested is urged to come and
read. Prepared readings and
any audition material will be
welcomed .
CTG is Eastern Washington
University's resident professional theatre company. The
goal of CTG, according to
Friedlander, is to form a
limited cohesive company to
perform a full season of
shows.
If a selected show calls for
more roles than there are
members in the company,
additional tryouts will be held.
All auditions are open and ,
the best people available will
be cast. "Whenever someone
auditions," Friedlander says,
"they tryout both for that
particular show and for the
company."
..
The group is• not a closed
membership by any means. If
a person who tries out is not .
used imm e diately, they will
sti 11 be considered for future
shows and will be called back
to read again.
Th·e selecte d " core" company will work togeth er for a
year performing a five- show
sea son.
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~superstar~· bright choreography
.p owerful rock music
A ·review

Th8sis exhibition scheduled
Richard Konewko's Bachelor of Fine Arts thesis exhibition
will be shown in the Art
Building, School of Fine Arts,
Eastern Washington University
from April 21 through May 2.
Konewko lives in Verad~le,
•Wash., although born in St.
Cloud, Minn. Twenty years in
the military service helped
him see ftlUCh of the United
States including Douglas, Arizona. He earned his Associate
of . Arts Degree at Cochise
College.
Konewko thinks and paints
big. Most of his ten canvases
are at least 6 feet square and
the largest is 3 feet by 16 feet.
All work is in acrylic medium
and non-figurative of his style,

Richard writes in the gallery
statement.

by Scott Miles
Several other good perAmid a whirl of bright
formances p.ervade "Superchoreography and powerful
star". With even, compelling
rock music, "Jesus Christ
vocals, Ronald Runyon beauSuperstar" premiered at the
tifully portrays the exhaustion
EWU theatre last Thursday.
Christ felt toward the end of
Under the direction of Dr. R. His life'.
Boyd Devin, a cast of 43
Marita Brown does a capsingers and dancers vibrantly
able job as Mary Magdalene,,
the confused prostitute who
recreated the last seven days
of Christ's life.
loves Christ as a man and
Choreog'r aphy by Edie BuckMichael James McNeilly gives
1in is the most colorful atthe opera an ominous tone
traction of the drama depart- · with his interpretation of Caiment production.
phas, the high priest who
Dancers clad only in frallies for Christ's crucifixion.
shirts and bl!Je jeans vitally
Often, it has been said that
recreate street scenes praising
"Jesus Christ Superstar" was a
Jesus • and later persecuting
passing fad of the early sevenHim. Throughout, both the
ties. Like other rock operas, it
dancing and vocals are clean
had lost its freshness and
and energetic.
appeal.
Anthony Pou.I Benson is suBut this production proves
perior as Judas Iscariot, the·
that view wrong. Trying to
traitorous apostle through
better understand Jesus Christ
whose eyes most of the opera
will never become outmoded
is seen. Judas's frustration
and "Jesus Christ Superstar"
with Christ is the crux of the
offers us vital dimensions of
opera and Benson does a fine
the human side of Christ. •
job lending -t he basis ,for the
This alone makes "Jesus
opera's conflict.
Christ Superstar" more than

worth the time and eff9rt to
see it.
It will be presented at the
EWU theatre for the next three
weekends, April 24, 25 and 26,
then May 1, 2, 3, and finally
May 8, 9 and 10.
Reservations may be made
by telephoning 359-2825.
Tickets are· free with studen't
identification.

EMPLOYEES
WANTEDI
Banquet & Special Catering
Personnel needed. Varying
hours available, maximum
of 80 hours per month.
Needs depend on the catering scheduled, some weeks
are very busy, some are
very slow.

Please apply in person to
Mrs. Devin, PUB Dining
Service Office, behind the
''Alley Way Grille'~

1
~

1
1

Today:

Friday:

...
Saturday:

Sundqy:

Monday:

Tuesday:
Wednesday :

1 ••
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I•
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:sports
EWU Football

A. team with no coverage at all
-

by Mike Westby

"But," said
was not the

As of this month, EWU's
football . program is without a
means of covering its games
for the 1980-'81 season. KXXR
radio in Spokane handled that
chore this past season, but has
chosen not to do so again.
Eastern had a contract with
KXXR that was renewable, ( or
non-renewable, as the case
may qe) each spring, for the
upcoming football season.
In that contract is a stipulation ·k nown as 'rig-ht of first
refusal' . It's as simple as it
sounds. EWU was to submit a
duplicate of last year's contract to KXXR, and, as stated in
the contract, they were to
re_
s pond by April 8.
No response by the station
would mean that they were no
longer interested in Eastern
sports. The contract was submitted, and KXXR did not
reply.
There are several reasons
that KXXR did not respond.
First, KXXR is a daytime operation. They have hopes of
becoming a full time station
but until the Federal Commun i cations Commission
authorizes it, they can only
broadcast during the daylight
hours.
EWU, in its first contract with
KXXR, required that the station
cover only the day games (for
rather obvious reasons. This
contract would have been acceptable to KXXR owner and
manager Ed Kelley:

Kelley, "that
contract that

Eastern submitted."
"Instead of submitting a
duplicate contract, which was
our understanding, they
(EWU) wrote a new one that
. virtually kept us from renew• ing."
Number one, while the old
contract called for the coverage of only the day gam·es,
the new one called for KXXR
to broadcast all games, a feat
that would require covering
two night g'a mes, something
rather difficult for a day-time
station.
Secondly, the new contract
stipulated that the station that
covered Eastern football must
now also cover their basketball, another impossibility for
KXXR.
-

.

.

by Versato Onu Echikunwoke

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY'S INlERNAllONAL STUDENT CLUB
presents the

minutes, the Saudis dominated the game.
Within this interval, they
scored the equalizer through
Salim Al Joaib playing on the
inside right.
Min·utes later outside-lefter
Saad Alh Kbani fired in an
angular short that placed hi~
team on a 2: 1 lead.
·
This time it dawned on the
Nigerians that the Arabs
hadn't come to chicken around in the field. In no
uncertain terms the Africans ·
got this message and resorted
to classical soccer.
"Enough is enough" was
precisely the· counter message.
.
Action followed resolve in
quick succession. The Nigerians capped it off with on
equalizer ten minutes to the
end of the first half. Each side
retired for half time recess
with two goals to brandish.
There wasn't much to second guess in the second half.
The players had now shaped
up to the tune of soccer and
the two opposing teams had
sized up each other.
The Nigerians, however, .

ANNUAL INTERNATION~l DINNER
International Cuisine, Fashion Show and Entertainment

~a«dirto '~
DINNER HOUSE

COG
Students $4.00

NEW HOURS

· TICKETS AVAILABLE·AT GONZAGA UNIVERSITY'S INFORMATION OFFICE

328-4220 Ext. 2236

still wanted to demonstrate
the difference between soccer
learned . in the tropics and
•soccer-gotten in Asia. A greater part of the ~econd holf saw
the Nigerians either thrusting
through their opponents' defense or monopolizing the ball
in mid-field.
The ban on scoring was
lifted fifteen minutes into the
second half when goal-getters
Chris 0. and Versato Echikunwoke made masterful combinations and carried the ball
into their opponents' net for a
third goal.
At several points in the
game, the Saudi's penetrat~d
their opponents' eighteen in
search of an equalizer, but
their effort was unavailing. Oil
sellers can also top soccer and
its entertainment.
Saudi Arabi and Nigeria '
export 1.5 and 1.2 million
barrels of oil respectively to
the U.S. daily, but Nigerian oil
is believed to be ~icher in
sulfur. To assert this qualitative parity in oil supply to the
U.S., the game ended with the
Nigerians winning by 4 goals
to 2 over the Saudis.

Eagle Harriers run
away with the league
EWU's track team has hod
quite a S\:lccessful · season to
date, and coach Martin credits

G.U. STUDENT UNION BUILDING
ADVANCED SALES ONLY
General Admission $5.00

University, Terry Mallory, emphasized that KEWC is not "the
only egg in our basket."
But, as of yet, no other eggs
hove been contacted.

Nigerians, Saudis get their kic~s

Who feeds fatter from the
oil dollar?
This is the question oil
nations ponder among themselves. The answer to this was
partly supplied last weekend
when the Nigerians and the
Saudi -Arabian students took it
out on themselves in the
Cheney High School soccer
lastly, it suggested that
field.
KXXR pick up the tab for
A full-fledged game, this
/ announcers and such.
match took each side over one
week to prepare for. The mild
Kelley insists. that "Eastern
evening sun of Saturday was
football just isn't that lucrative
just perfect weather for soca venture. For these, and
.
cer.
various other smaller repsons,
Under the eyes of on enwe were not able to conthusiastic
crowd of 400, reftinue."
eree Henry Greenen gave the
first
whistle blast for a kick-off
This does not mean, howabout
4 p.m.
ever, that Eastern football will
At the onset, both ' sides
not be heard at all in the
demonstrated
a grasp of what
Spokane area . The university
soccer is all about. After the
will put out for b ids from other
first
few minutes of worming
stations.
, up, · Nigerians got on the
offensive. This paid off in the
One possibility is that EWU's
curtain-raiser.
own KEWC FM might .cover the
The Saudi-Arabians couldn't
games. FM 89 is in the midst of
take this slap on the face, or so
boosting its power from a
it seemed. For the next twenty

Saturday, April 26th - 7:00 p.m.

The director of news services for Eastern Washington

a meager 10-watt college
Communications Commission)
station, to becoming one of .
in Washington, D.C., and
the most powerful broadcastthough it is in ·no great danger
ers in the greater Spokane
of being rejected, the red tape
area.
that must be dealt with may
But their application for that . rule them out as a viable
alternative for next season, at
tremendous increase in power
least.
is still before the FCC (Federal

MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
4 p.m. - 10 p.m.

E. 502 BOONE AVE., SPOKANE, WA 99258

FRIDAY AND SATVRDAY
4
1

p.m. • 3 a. m.

.\ LATE MORNING BREAKFAST
SERVED FRI. AND SAT. ONLY

CHENEY 236 8488

th is to hard work on the part of
his whole crew.
On April 11, Eastern competed in a triangular meet against the University of Montana and Montana State. The
Eagles won with a score of 81 .
Montana was a distant second
with 531/2, ·and Montana had
51 ½.
last week, Eastern took it to
the University of Portland, and
Southern Oregon State College. The Eagle harriers ran up
101 points, while U.P. managed only 71 , and SOC had 19.
Next we~k Eastern wi II stick
close to hom e for a nonscoring_ meet in Spo.kan e, but
on Saturday Coach Martin will
send 20 runners to Seattle for
the University of Washington
Invitational.
"This," said Martin, "is a
highly selective event."
Eastern has won the District
Championship for the last five
years, and has bee n rated
among the top ·10 in the nation
for seven of the lost nine ,
years.
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_.sports
T8/king sport&
NO HOME FOR SONICS:
The Kingdome hos Mariner
baseball scheduled and the
Coliseum has booked on ice
show this weekend. So the
world champion Seattle
SuperSonics ore forced to ploy
the thitd and fourth games of
the ·seottle-Los Angeles playoff series in the cramped
quarters of Hee Edmundsen
Pavilion.
Hee Edm undsen Povi I ion,
located on the University of
Washington Campus, holds
about 8,600 fans very snuggly
which is a for cry from the
40,000 plus that attended the
Sonics lost game in the Kingdome. Many seats at Hee
Edmundsen hove views obstructed by wooden pillars.
Nonetheless, CBS will notionally televise both games
(this Friday and Saturday)
from the old cracker box. ·
The 'reduced playoff gate
receipts won't affect tbe Sonic
purse. With their w.in over the
Milwaukee Bucks, the Sonics
now -have picked up $97,500
in post-season play. That includes $30,000 for finishing
with the second best record in
the ,W estern Conference,
$27,500 'for winning the opening. mini,.series with Portland
and $40,000 for winning the
.· Western Conference semifinal
with the Bucks.
At stoke in the best-of-seven
conference final series with
Los Angeles is $50,000 for the
winning team, $35,000 for the
loser ...
EAGLE SCREAMS:
The Eastern varsity baseball
team hos kicked into high
gear. 'The Eagles, 15-21 in
overall competition, ore·· hot
and ploying their best bpll of
the season.
A couple of outrageous calls
by inert' umpires cost the
Eagles two
extra-inning
games to a couple of powerful
opponents last week. The
tough-luck los~es come against Gonzaga (7-6 in ten
innings) and Lewis-Clark State
(2-1 in eight innings). Eastern
bounced right back last weekend taking three of four
.g ames from the University of
Puget Sound (8-6, 1-6 on
Saturday and 3-2, 9-6 Qn
Sunday).
Eastern wi 11 get rematches
on the road with Gonzaga and
Lewis-Clark State this week
along with a four game series
at Boise State this .weekend ...
The Eastern Washington
women's fostpitch softball

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • with Jerry King

team mode its intercollegiate
debut over the weekend with
five impressive wins over
Oregon schools with ten years
of softball competition.
Coach Bill Smithpeter's
team de'feoted Oregon College of Education 2-0 in nine
innings and 9-5 in the nightcap of the · double-header.
EWU took Pacific in twin-bill
action 5~0 and 7-6 and defeated. Willamette 11-0.
Freshman pitcher Rae Ann
Mcinnes tossed two no-hitter.s.
In the OEC game she had 17
strikeouts and 10 more against
Willamette. Mcinnes threw a
one-hitter against Pacific on
Friday and had 12 strjkeouts.
She also picked up the victory
in relief in the second game.
Eastern will play its only
home contests of the year this
weekend when Eastern Oregon visits for a double-header
on Saturday at Moos Field ...
Kelshall Rivas, the freshman
sensation from Trinidad, led
an ~utstanding Eastern effort
over the University. of Portland
and Southern Oregon with
victories in the 100 and 200
meter races and anchored
both relay teams.
This was the Eagle team's
third victory over an NCAA
team this season having defeated Montana and Montana
State last weekend.
-Other double winners for
the Eagles . were fieldmen
.
Steve Quigley and Chuck
Cacek in the shot put and
discus ...
Coach Jerry Krause announced ·the signing ·of two
more players to the Eagle
men's -basketball squad last
week. They are Matt Peppers,
a 6-5 fransfe; from Treasure
Valley JC, and Mike Santos, a
6-5 transfer from Menlo Park
JC in Palo Alto, CA. ~epper~
(·Chicago) averaged 17 points
and 10 rebounds per game
while at Treasure Valley and
Santos ( San Jose) averaged 15
beans and 9 poards at Menlo.
Coach · Krause wil I announce the signing of a point
guard this week and is now
looking for on inside player to
complete his recruiting needs
for next season ...
George. Abrams, EWU's junior guard, has been selected
to participate in the NAIA
Australian-American summer
basketball 'league program
this summer, June 21-August
10.
.Abrams, an NAIA Al I-Star
selection this year for the
Eagles, is one of nineteen

events every Tuesday night
players ele'c ted for the prothroughout the summer--much
gram which will involve comto the chagrin of Clipper
petition in the six-team league
officials.
of the Queensland Amateur
Walton stated his intentions
Basketball Association ...
after a race lost Tuesday.
The American Amateur RacClipper owner Irv Levin, less
quetbal I Association's Regionthan ecstatic about Walton's
al Championships will be held
plons, said he was " 's hocked"
on the Eastern Washington
University campus on April ;and "surprised" to hear the
news. Walton, sidelined last
25-27, tournament director Pot
season wfth a fractured bone
Whitehill announced.
The tournament wi 11 attra'ct
individual competitors from
Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Montana, South Dakota, North
Dakota, Wyoming and Alaska,
for matches in mole and ·
female age-groups and open
competition ...
The men's tennis team captured three victories in four
matches last week. Coach Ron
Raver's squad defeated College of Idaho 8-1, Whitworth
College 9-0, and Seattle Pacific 9-0. Their only defeat last
week was to Whitman College, 8-1.
Coach Mary RubriQht, Eastern's volleyball coach, was
pleased to ·announce ·the .f ollowing players have signed
AIAW letter-of-intent for volleyball at EWU next foll.
Jon Zurfluh, a 6-0 middle
hitter-blocker, was the team
capt~in from Curtis High
School in Tacoma. Melonie
Ann Novotney, 5-8 from Wilbur, will be a · hitter and
middle-back specialist for the
Eagles and was also a team
captain lost year. Holly Weber, 6-0 from Colfax, will play
at the middle hitter-blocker
position. Looks like another
successful year . for tbe women's volleyball team ...

in his left foot, has a seven
year, $7 million contract with
the Clippers ...
Cotton Fitzsimmons, Kansas
City basketball coach: "The
biggest disappointment of my
life was walking into Boston
Gardens. I had always seen it
on television and thought of it
·as the showplace of the NBA.
It's the worst arena in the
leaque" ...

..,_

Dr,11 competition
scheduled here
Eastern's Department of Military Science will act as host
for the Washington State
Championship Drill Competition April 26, here.
About 300 high schooJ students from around the state
will be competing in the
event, scheduled for 8 o.m. to

5 p.m. in the Pavilion.
Competition will indude
drill without arms, color guard
drill, a_nd drill with arms. ROTC cadets and the EWU
Sponsor Corps will assist -with
the various activities being
offered.

•

-coming up
NAIA Men's Decathlon at Tacoma

April 21
Men's Tennis at Seattle U., Seattle

2:00 p.m.; Golf vs. SFCC, Whitworth,

Golf Course
April 25
Men's Tennis vs. Whitman College,
EWU 2:00 p .m .

April 26

. Spokane's Indian Canyon GC
April 22
Baseball at Lewis-Clark State, Lewiston, ID 5:00 p .m .; Golf vs. CBC, SFCC,
Whitworth, Gonzaga at Spokane's
Hangman Valley

Baseball at Boise State, Boise, ID
1:00 p .m. (DH); Track at SCC Invi tational (Men); Women's Tennis vs.
Seattle U. at PLU, Tacoma 9:00 a.m .;
Women's Tennis vs . Pacific Lutheran,
Tacoma 3:00 p .m.
April 26-27
Seattle Track Relays
April 27
Baseball at Boise State, Boise, ID
12 :00 p.m . (DH)

NATIONAL ROUND-UP:
Bill Walton, the San Diego
· April 23
Clippers' injury-plagued cenBaseball at Gonzaga University,
ter who played in just 14 .
Spokane 2:00 p .m .
games this past season, plans
April 24-25
Golf at Western Washington Invitato compete · in bicycle racing
tional. Bellingham's Sudden Valley

(includes cheese, bacon, salad, and fries)

$2.65

WITH COUPON PLUS TAX

, OFFER GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30, 1980

COUPON VALUE 1/20 OF 1 CENT

EWU

I
.
~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~·COUKJN-;,.. ____________________ -.J

.

11-H111•1811HHu111••-•111111_,•
. .111•111. .111n•111in11. .11•nn11111111111m1111
.

CURRENT
RECORDS
&TAPES
AT DISCOUNT
PRICES

PETERSON'S

TOWN & COUNTRY
TV
Peterson's Town & Country
PHOTO.PROCESSING
best prices on film
and developi!19
1814 2nd

Cheney

235-6122

BE OUR GUESTS.
TAKE SOMEONE TO BREAKFAST

2 BREA~~~!~ FOR 1

$2 50

with coupon

COUNTRY SAUSAGE - SCRAMBLED EGGS
HASH BROWNS & TOAST
OFFER GOOD THROUGH APRIL 30, 1980

COUPON VALUE 1/20 OF 1 CENT

£WU

I!.., _________________ COUPON._ ____________ -· - ·- ----'
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Antoni81i' School benefits both students and staff
by Noel Dixon
Eastern students interested
in children have an excellent
resource for internships, practicums, work study programs
or practical experience in recreation, social work, intervention techniques, special education, or art .therapy.
Just north of Cheney lies a
little-known school for socially
or emotionally disturbed
children, called the Antonian

School.
Steve Foos, whose major is
counseling in applied psychology,. said the Antonian is a
"great resource for practical
experience, work study and
other programs."
Wendie Kawakami, an outdoor recreation major seeking
his internship, said, "I think it's
a good environment to teach
in." He was at first skeptical
about working _ with level

three emotionally disturbed
children .
But he found that "it grows
on you--greot social interaction." Kawakami enjoyed
seeing them "latch onto
something." His therapy includes camping, backpacking,
and other outdoor sports.
Twenty children, 10 boys
and 10 girls, currently attend
the Antonian School, sent
there by foster homes, parents
or state referrals.
During the maximum two
years at the school, children
live by a seven-level contingency point system . Privileges,
· contingent on respective responsibi I ities, are granted if
behavior is approved by staff
and in some cases, peers.
Over two years ago, the
Antonian staff was revamped .
Qualified psychologists, using
the seven- level contingency
system, or behavior modification system, treat children
directly in one-to-one therapy,
group sessions for incest and
other types of abuse, run
aways, or art and recreation
therapy. Eastern students assist
in these programs.
Several Eastern students
claimed "it's been called the
best program in the state."
Foos said this is evident
because "staff turnover has
stopped."
Several of the current staff
members have worked at the
Antonian school for nearly
two years. "People have been
here a long time and they're
staying, said Foos.·

Anne Sargeno, a speci~I
education major who works as
an art therapist, pointed out
that "even in the relaxed
atmosphere, there are plenty
of opportunities to run, but
none of them do. I think the
kids like it here too."
According to Foos, the Antonian is "very involved with
Eastern," in the psychology,
sociology, criminal justice,
and recreation departments.
Director Ken Olson pointed
out that "home economics,
drivers education, special education, art and theatre majors could be very helpful."

Anyone in the area who
would like to get involved
with the Antonian program
should attend rhe Annual Society Meeting on May 1 at 7:30
p.m .
Tl~e $5 membership fee
funds handouts for the meeting and a moiling list to keep
members informed. Members
elect the Antonian's board of
directors at the meeting.
Since tne state only funds
two thirds of the cost, cash
donations ore always wel come. "We con use old fun- ;
ilure, carpet and clothes," said
Olson.-

Antonian students and counselors enjoy one-on-one working
situations. (Photo by Noel Dixon)

Director Ken Olson takes a brief respite from his duties. (Photo
by Noel Dixon)

·Parking
decals
on sale

Advance parking decal
sales for annual 1980/81 and
summer/fall quarter 1980 will
be available beginning Moy
27 at Campus Safety.
Decals will. be sold daily
thereafter during regular business hours, 8 a.m . to 5 p .m. ·

The Antonian School.

GRADUATING?
9'' CHEESE PIZZA

99¢

1 - 8x10 Color Ponrait
2 - 5x7 Color Portraits
10 - ·3x3 Resume' Photos
ALL FOR $45.00

(WITH COUPON)
Offer goo_d through April 30, 1980

GALLERY OF ARTS
406 First

Cheney

235-8486
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by Ellen Bayman
For many years, scientists
and psychologist have relied
on laboratory animals to provide them with information.
By conducting various experiments, discoveries have been
made concerning disease control, health care, and . behavior.
Most of the experiments
involving animals are conducted with care, but . some
cases of abuse have been
reported.
At one un'iversity for example, insanity is induced in
kittens by means of shocks to
their hind legs. In another
experiment, designed to test
the effects of radiation on
human endurarn;e, monkeys
are sta.rved for eighteen
hours. Then they are "encouraged" with electric prods to
run rapidly on treadmills.
After several weeks, they
are subjected to gammaneutron radiation. Then they
are forced to run again for
several hours each ,day until
they eventually die.
Instances like these ha'(e
given rise to movements to
protect animals, and have
prompted · investigations of
university animal programs.
Here at EWU, there are -two
programs which involve animals in experiments. One is
in the psychology depart'ment;
the other is in the bio.logy
department. Although they
are considered one facility,
they differ in the types of
experiments for which the
animals are used.
According to Dr. Frank Rosek.rans, chairman of the Psychology Department, the psychology laboratory uses most-

ly rats and pigeons for learning experiments.
In order to do this, it is
sometimes necessary to deprive the animal of food so it
will readily accept an edible
reward. This is done with great
care.
In addition, the animal is
still maintained at no less than
85 percent of its normal
weight.
A few rats in the 'colony
have brain implants. These
experiments involve endocranial stimulation. In the words
of Rosekrans, "they love itl"
All animals are properly
anesthetized before any operation, and the only time
they may experience some
discomfort is after the surgery.
To help assure good care
for animals, a full-time caretaker splits her time between
the . two departm~nts. Her
duties include keeping cages
clean, providing fresh bedding, making sure food and
water are plentiful, and se~ing that any special instructions are followed.
A consulting veterinarian
checks the animals each week
for illness or other problems.
Care of the animals must also
fall within the guidelines of
the American Psychological
Association.
Dr. Sfeve Christopher, animal behavior specialist, emphasized the benefits of' animal experiments saying, "Animal research is necessary. In
-general, the benefits outweigh the costs."
He added that if anyone is
concerned about possible mistreatment of animals, they
needn't worry about that hap-

p·e ning at Eastern.
The primary use of animals
in the biology department is
for dissection. Students involved in medical or veterinary fields learn the various
functions of muscles and
nerves of humans by observing those of animals, such as
cats.
The animals used for this
have usually already died of
natural causes and have been
sent to the university for the
purpose of study and dissection.
Other animals used in the
biology department include

monkeys, turtles, rabbits, mice
and even cockroaches.
With dissection, the question of what to do with the
animals afterwards comes up.
Dr. Ronald White provided the
solution. "We re-use a lot of
our animals, but those that
must be destroyed are killed
in a humane way."
He went on to explain,
"Here we use decapitation, an
overdose of barbituates, or
pithing. Pithing is a process
whereby the animal's spinal
cord is severed."
Dr. White also mentioned
that inspections are frequently

made of the laboratories. Both
laboratories have usually passed with excellent ratings, and
in ten years, there have been
no significant · complaints
made about either department's animal -use.
Finally, there is the Committee for the Care of Animals
at Eastern. It consists of Dr.
Steve Christopher, Dean Hoekendorf, Dr. Ronald White,
and Dr. Gerald Blakley. Anyone having further questions
concerning laboratory animals
at EWU is encourqged to
contact any one of these
--nembers.

.

These rats wait to be used in an experiment.

Main Street D01i
Pence Union Building

• •

: has cheeses, meats, jerkies, juices,
cookies, cake,, breads, pickles ...

TRY SOME!!
''Take Out'' Service Av·ailable

.

from 9:00-6:30 p.m. Mon.-Thurs.
9: 00-4: 30 Friday
I'

DELI SERVING LINE OPEN WEEKDAYS
"Pete" Pigebn takes time out from an experiment to pose.

Tune to FM 89
it's Red Hot!

11-1:30 Mon-Fri-3n.d.4:30-6:30 p.m. Mon-Thurs

A New Way of Having Lunch
COME IN EARLY AND A VOID THE NOON RllSH
•
I

•

.
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Ang~ing prospects look good h·ere
by Rory Talkington and
Mark Usi
I have never caught a fish in
Eastern wa·shington, so I know
,..- beyond a shadow of a doubt
that there are no fish on this ·
side of the state.
I'm always amused when
the spring season op~ns. I
laugh at all those trusting folks
who· spend $7.50 on a fishing
license, and then go spend
long hours sitting .around
thinking that they will catch a
fish, that I know d6 not exist.
The State Fish and Gome
Deportment has assured me,
however, that there are fish in
Eastern Washington. They
even went so for as to tel I me
that many of the lakes around
Cheney are even stocked with
fish.
. According to the Game
people, the fishing in the local
lakes went very well for fishermen last weekend. It wo.uld
appear that the fishermen are
ahead in the annual war
between the fish and theonglers.

•

.,

••

I

,·

Fishers at Badger Lake Sunday reported limit catches on
a great opening day. Similar
reports came from surrounding areas such as Amber and
Chapman Lakes.

..

There are many other fine
spots in the area such as West
Medical and Fishtrap Lakes.
Boat fishing is a super way to
get at the fish, bur check local
regulations, as some lakes do
not allow gos-powered boats
on the lake.
Row boats ore just as goo'd
but require some muscle
power. An ice cold beer is a
great way to aid fishing
technique as "'!'ell as enhance
the siz~ of the day's catch.
Spokane County Fish and
Game Department reported
that Amber, Chapman and
Badger Lakes had been recently stocked, however an
exact date was not given.
Sunday, Amber Lake had 92
fishermen report that they had
caught 604 rainbow trout be-

/

.
tween 7 and 14 inches. Also,
67 anglers at Badger Lake
reported 502 trout caught between 7% and 12½ in.ches.
Chapman Lake fishers, all
23 , of them, reported 150
kokanee taken between 9 and
10 inches and 35 rainbow trout
at 10 inches. Two largemouth
bass were also caught.
Al I of these focts ·ond figures

HAP IIDT TO SCALI

l90ll
STATS HIGHWAY

•

t,LBR

TURNBULL

.JI

WATBRPOWL

RBPUOB

notwithstanding, I still do not
believe there are any fish in
Eastern Washington waters.
I have not overlooked -the
possibility I am a poor fisherman. However, until I catch a
fish I· will not believe there are
any. No matt~r how many
other fish are caught, until I
catch one there ore not any.
Good angling.

Ogdon eats most jello
by Frances Bellinger

lune to ·FM 89· - it's Red Hot!

Al Ogdon, Assistdnt to the
Provost of Student Services,
sucked the most jello in three
minutes to win first prize in
Inter-Dorm's jello eating contest held · in the courtyard
Tuesday.
He was awarded a ~ed
T-shirt featuring the picture of
a moron with the saying "I
got this way from going to
school." ·
Odgon competed against
A.S. President Mike Leahy,
Charles Gutierrez,. John pan-

as

ielson, and John Shasky
a
pr-emotion for "Superdance."
Donations were taken at the
event and tnter-Dorm raised
$3.40 for the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The jello was donated by
Tawanka Commons.
Sue Schaden, Dorm Activities Coordinator, ·acted as
emcee.
Odgon wore a garl?age sack
to protect his clothing and a
head band .to restrain his hair.
He was declared the .:..,inner
Qy the ~rowd's applause.
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WILLIAMSON and.SONS
FOREIGN AUTO SUPPLY
RENTALS

SALES

N. 1510 Argonne Rd., Spokane
926-2252

THE. PUB

SPECIALIZING IN AtL.

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

IN

for April

·$1 oo /hr.

ALSO

522 W. Cataldo
1 block north

of Flour Mill

326-1980

STUDENT DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
WITH STUDENT'BODY CARDS

.e·osterner.

ond get
in Touch!
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EurOpean holiday .offers e:XCiting ·alterl1ative
by Casey Madison
Imagine yourself · strolling
through a small fishing village
in Portugal b9rtering with
fishermen, or casually cruising
on a French beach that's
crowded with topless beauties.
Can you see yourself walking the streets of Monte Carlo,
rubbing shoulders with some
of ·the richest people in the
world, or sleeping in a castle
built in the Med_ieval era? If
you can, you will enj.o y touring Europe.
Traveling Europe on a budget is an exciting alternative
to the tedious summer routine.
With inflation in Europe rising
as fast as it is here, a sixty day
tour is still inexpensive. Plan
on speAding between $1,200
to $1,600 dollars.
This price includes plane
fare, transportaion in Europe,
food and a place to stay.
Money is first on the l'ist of
priorities. a thousand dollars is
not easy to obtain, but having
a reason to save makes the
task easier.
You can also think of some
unconventional and . creative
ways to acquir.e money. For
example, I sold my car for the
needed funds.
Once you've got a source
for money, you will need to
start getting your trip together.
The first steps should be a
plane ticket and a passport~
Start shopping for the plane
ticket about two months prior
to your estimated date of
departure, also apply for your
passport at this time.
Inquire at the main post
office in· Spokane for a passport. They will give you all the
applications, information on
vaccinations and cost.
When buying a plane ticket,
be a smart and p<ltient shopper. Check several travel
agencies for price estimates.
Ask for all the information on
budget and student fares to
England and Europe.
Try to fly from the West
Coast, it is rather expensive to
fly to the East Coast and then
to Europe. Buying your ticket
at the right price can save you
hundreds of dollars.
The next step is to obtain
some money-saving identification. Both the International
Student Travel Card ar,d the
International Youth Hostel
Card wiJI save you money.•
The 1.S. T.C. wi II give you
discounts at hotels, museums,
bars and campgrounds. To
enter some student bars and
functions, student identification is required.
To get your I.S.T.C. send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to C.I.E.E. Student
Travel Services, 777 U.N.
Plaza, New York, N .Y. 10017.
An International Youth Hostel Card is a real bargain.
Youth hostels are inexpensive
places to sleep 1 when~ you
can meet an abundant num-

ber of student travelers. Hostels are located throughout
Europe.
A Youth Hostel Card application will be sent to you by
inquiring at International
Youth Hostel Association, Delaplane, Virginia 22025.
So far you've got your
funds, plane ticket and identification, the next step is
deciding how you want to
travel. '
The cheapest way to travel
is to hitchhike. Your first
impression of hitchhiking
Europe might be, "That's too
weird" or "How can I, if I
don't speak the language?"
Both these assumptions are
to a point, ri~iculous and
invalid. People in Europe qre
extremely hospitable.
It is not unusual for your
hosts to take you to their
home, feed you and bed you
down for the night.
The language "barrier" is at
first difficult to overcome, but
with time, you learn to cope
with it.
Hitchhiking in a group is not
wise. Having over two members in a group guarantees
hours of waiting.
A male and female hitchhiking together is a good
combination. One female is
the best, but remember to be
extremely cautious.
If you're an adventurous
person, hitchhiking Europe is
the best and cheapest way to
travel.
Another cheap form of
travel is bicycling. A bicycle
tour of Europe is physically
stimulating but travelin_g forty
to eighty miles a day on a bike
can be exhausting. Being
"burned out" during yollr trip
isn't a lot of fun.
Another consideration is
how much you want to see
during your stay in Europe.
Obviously traveling by bicycle
is slow, so you won't see as
much. The beautiful scenery
and slow pace may be what
you are looking for. If it is,
bicycling is right for you. If you
are interested, the International Youth Hostel Association has some very useful
literature, just send them a
note telling them what you
want.
The best all-around way to
travel is by train. You'll encounter beautiful scenery and
interesting people.
There are a number of
choices to make when purchasing a rail ticket; for citizens of North America o
Euroilpass is the cheapest
ticket. ·
Fifteen days, twenty-one
days or two- month youth passes are available for anyone
under twenty-five.
The youth pass is second
class travel. For those 25 and
over, an adult pass is available. The adult pass costs
more, but you get first class
travel.

Reod the Easterner
Qnd get in ~ ~uch!
I

For example; a two month
youth pass is $290 compared
to a two-month adult pass
which is $430.
· Most travel agents sell · the
Euroilpass at the same price.
The nice bonus of the Eurailpass is that you get unlimited
travel in fifteen European
countries. It's a great way to
travel if you want to see a lot
in a limited amount of time.
Car rental is expensive compared to the other forms of
transportation available. Gas
is the . big expense, at two to
four dollars a gallon, it gets
costly. If you want to purchase
a c'ar in Europe it can be
arranged in the United States.
Before you inv~stigate further, consider: the amount of
money you want to spend.
Traveling by car is excellent if
you can afford it. Choosing
your own route, coming and
going as you please makes
the trip very personalized.
If you have a genuine
interest to travel Europe, start
organmng your trip now.
Planning your trip by your.self
saves you money and makes it ·
personal.
·
You can see what you want,
when you want. There are no
counselors or teachers to
make rules and regulations.
Ali the decision_s are up to you.
[This is the first in a series of

three first person articles by
Madison, who visited Europe
lost summer. Next week's
story will cover occomodotions, meals, tro"veling tips and
comping equipment.]
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The Leaning Tower of Pisa (righ_t) is one of many sights to be
seen in Europe.
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The author (foreground) enjoys statuary sights.
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Toilf eothers

poetry

Eostern' s own
Sotire
by Gene Ambocher

Fallow Field
The earth does not give back easily,
Tripping the foot in rich soil , black and thick,
Last year's alfalfa deep-turned-under,
Ruminating with minerals, moisture, trapped sunlight,
Working, coma- like, in deep layers,
Strewn with a straw blanket, catching the land's virtue.
Resilient as human flesh, and good enough,
As Robert Frost said, to eat without putting through vegetables,
Yeasty as dough, yet curiously reluctant
To let the body pass on, as though to
Drow it bock to clay origins ...
Dawn light twirls in the sky,
Sending arrows of clean light across the morning land
That has the wide brown smile of a sleeper in the sunlight ...
But a tongue of scrublond thrust
Into the living land, choked with cheotgrass and sagebrush,
Re minds me of July's dragon heat
And the blast i ng summer yet to come, -Wolking the fallow field
An April morning, early on.
Sharon Eide
(4/ 6/ 79)

Dorm Council blues
I w as up in the T.V. room
in Pearce the ot her night,
when I decided that the
just-advertised late show
looked fairly interesting.
· I got up, neg otiated the
stairs and those treacherous
and unpredictable elevators, and finally found myself face to face with the
R.A. at the front desk.
." Could I fi II out the
necessary forms so I can
stay in the T.V. room 'til
ofter
normal
closin g
hours?" I asked.
" No," he said, "the dorm
Council decid ed last week
that we couldn' t do that
anymore."
"Well, could I get change
for the candy machine,
then?"
"No, the Dorm Council
decided two weeks ago
that we couldn't do that
anymore, either."
"Great," I said, "was
there anything else they
decided?"
" Yeah, a couple of
th ings."
"Like what, " I asked,
defiantly.
"Like you can't lean on
this desk like that anymore."

" Yes sir," I said, standing
erect l ike a tin so ldier.
" Ma y I inquire as lo the
reasoning behind this
rule?"
" The cou n cil dec i ded
that the desk could collapse
under the strain."
" What about the T.V.
room decision? " I asked.
" Too much danger of
vanda lism . Do you realize
what a rollerskoter cou·ld
do to the carpet, " he sai d,
rolling his eyes at the
ceil i ng.
"We ll , I'm sure glad you
have some con f idence in
us, " I said , "can't I do
anything about th is?"
"You can take it up with
the council at their next
meetin g. "
" When is that?"
" The Dorm Council decided not to give out that
information."
"Well then, how can I
attend?"
"The co un ci l decided not
to allow attendance at the
meetings."
"Can I breathe?"
"I s'pose so; at least until
the counci I says otherwise ."

New group formed
'\
A new ·organization has
been formed on campus to
assist students in Health Service Administration and related fields.
The Health Service Admini~
stration Student Council
(HSASC} was organized to
coordinate, educate and assist
students involved in these..
programs.
A Professional Advisory
Guild has also been formed,
which is made up of professionals from hospitals,
hea Ith systems agencies,

health maintenance organizations and community health
referral agencies.
HSASC is also in the process
of becoming affiliated with
the National College Hospitals
Administration.
An informational meeting is
scheduled for today in the
PUB, room 3E, for those who
may be interested in joining
the group.
For more information, contact HSASC Student Director
Betsy Dickson at 235-8766.

Eide is a 1976 graduate of
Whitworth College, with degrees in English, and piano
performance. She is studying
e lementary education al Eastern . Her interests include astronomy, travel, needlework,
and science fiction . Her home
is in Odessa, Washington .
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"HOT OR COLD"
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